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Abstract

Integration and decoupling are two modes of leadership in the computing industry. This
paper studies their relationship over a 60 year history and proposes a two stage dynamic
mechanism in understanding competitive dynamics in this industry. It spans two
technological paradigms, the fixed computing paradigm (mainframes and microcomputers)
and the mobile computing paradigm. The paper explains why and how integration is
dominant in the earlier stage of each paradigm before decoupling becomes dominant in the
later stage.

1. Introduction

Computing has been one of the most pivotal engines of innovation that has disrupted and
changed many other industries in the past 60 years (Yates and Maanen, 2001). The
computing industry has undergone rapid waves of disruption and change and this can be
divided into two technological paradigms. Mainframes and microcomputers form the first
paradigm while smartphones largely account for the mobile computing paradigm.

Technological Paradigms in the Computing Industry

There are two main modes of leadership in the computing industry – integration and
decoupling. In each paradigm, both modes of leadership compete with each other for
dominance. Integration refers to an approach where a single company exerts complete
control on hardware and software choices (Aspray, 1990). In decoupling, software and
hardware producers are independent and have control only of their own platforms. The
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resulting end user device or final product is a joint collaboration between multiple firms. This
means that the user identifies the final product as a package from different companies.

This paper suggests a dynamic two stage mechanism and explains how the mode of
integration is followed by that of decoupling from observations of over 60 years of
computing. While preceding research has focused on the advantages and disadvantages of
either approach (see Krickx 1995, Economides 1998, Malerba 2006), this paper proposes a
dynamic perspective in understanding the relationship between integration and decoupling.

Sections 2, 3 and 4 will examine important events and developments in each paradigm in
chronological order. This would help identify key factors that led to a certain mode of
leadership to turn dominant within each paradigm. In section 5, I will then propose a two
stage mechanism explaining the movement of dominance from integration to decoupling and
discuss implications in understanding the current paradigm of mobile computing. Section 6
concludes the paper.

It would be imperative to define differences between integration and decoupling. Each
computing system is delineated into 3 parts (Campbell-Kelly and Aspray, 2004):

1. Hardware refers to the complete device that a user interacts with as an entity. This
refers to the final product. Individual components such as processors and memories
are deemed to be intermediary goods.
2. Operating system (OS) refers to the lowest level of software interaction with
hardware components. It is the foundational software layer by which other types of
software are dependent on to run. Examples include Windows, CP/M, OSX and
Android.
3. Third party application refers to any piece of software that allow the end user to
utilize computers for work and entertainment. This can include business, educational
and gaming software. Examples include Visicalc, Office, Stata and Solitaire.
4

Integration sees a complete control of points 1 and 2 by a single producer while decoupling
has different firms handling them separately. Both approaches will have varying time
sensitive successes with point 3.
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2. The Fixed Computing Paradigm: Phase 1 - Mainframes

2.1 Key Events & Developments

The mainframe computer was preceded by a series of single purpose machines targeted
solely at businesses. A popular single use device at that time was the punch card machine
that was important for many businesses and industries (Truesdale, 1965). A merger of the
largest punch card machine manufacturers in the 1880s led to the creation of International
Business Machines (IBM). This subsequently formed IBM’s monopoly status as a provider of
complete business solutions (Usselman, 1993). As such, horizontal integration occurred in
the formation of IBM.

IBM’s decision to move its customers towards a computer system led to the launch of the
IBM 650 in 1953. The IBM 650 is the first mass produced computing device that signalled
the start of the mainframe period. IBM’s vision was dictated by marketing managers that
believed in providing complete solutions that satisfied all computing needs of its customers
(Bashe et. al, 1986). This forced IBM into taking an integrated approach, delivering solutions
as a complete integrated package so as to cover as many needs as possible.

IBM 650 was deemed as a success that outdid most of its competitors. However, as a first
generation device, the IBM 650 was a new and different system and its potential was not
realized by corporations that bought it (Fisher et. al, 1983). Consequently, the IBM 1401 was
built to allow business to fully utilize mainframes. In order to do so, IBM continued its
integrated approach and expanded hardware capabilities. An example of this was its new
high speed printer. It also included software that would replace legacy punch card systems
(Truesdall, 1965). IBM 1401 encouraged corporations to adopt mainframes and systemize
their workflows as they switched over from old single purpose devices to complete systems
(Augarten, 1984).
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IBM’s competitors included Honeywell, RCA, General Electric UNIVAC and Burroughs &
NCR. Due to IBM’s already significant lead in enterprise solutions before the onset of
mainframes, its competitors were forced into taking continuous catch-up strategies. Even
firms that could rival IBM in scale and size (RCA, Honeywell and General Electric) decided
to avoid the markets that IBM was well established in. Instead they focused on niche
markets that IBM had little interest or penetration (DeLamarter, 1986). As such, IBM’s
integrated approach did not face major competition in this period.

IBM 1401’s success encouraged more companies to use mainframes. There was now a
demand for more specific variants of the 1401 to fit an increased set of corporate needs.
Therefore, many variants of IBM 1401 were built. However, the issue of incompatibility
between variants arose as each of them was a standalone integrated machine with its own
proprietary hardware and software. IBM was stuck with an exponentially growing number of
hardware and software architectures to support (Chposky and Leonsis, 1988). This was a
key concern as third party software developers were hindered in the ways they could
develop for IBM mainframes. This problem was exacerbated by IBM’s preference to keep a
firm control on its mainframes in its integration approach (Campbell-Kelly and Aspray, 2004).

As the situation threatened to spiral out of control, IBM made a key decision to integrate all
seven variants of the 1401 into a single system. This allowed it to better focus on delivering
a strong software platform for this single integrated system. IBM spent up to US$5 billion in
research and development to narrow product variation and produced System/360 (Thomas
A. Wise, 1966). Its near monopoly position coupled with unrivalled marketing prowess, swept
aside older 1401 compatible machines from its competitors (Chposky and Leonsis, 1988).

IBM spent much of the mainframe period expanding and consolidating its product lines as it
became increasingly difficult to balance user requirements and system compatibility. Its
competitors did not offer much direct competition and took integrated approaches as well.
Therefore, the dominant mode of leadership was that of integration.
7

2.2 Integration’s Dominance: Factors & Reasons

A. Monopolistic Position

The first factor comes from the preceding monopolistic market structure in which the
mainframe period emerged from. The integrated approach was already dominant in the
enterprise solutions market that provided firms with mechanical forms of tabulation such as
punch card devices. Thus, firms were already used to such an approach.

Due to its incentives to maintain a stranglehold on its preceding monopolistic status, IBM
was motivated to continue such research and development projects in envisioning the next
form of computing (Bernstein, 1981). The determination to push into areas where demand
was not yet apparent showed both vision and an insatiable desire to maintain its market
leader position. There was no apparent intention from IBM to outsource either hardware or
software. IBM believed that its integrated approach was a better fit for its business model
and would yield better profits.

Lastly, the size of the consumer base that IBM already had placed them in prime position to
confidently push its customers forward into the next period of computing. IBM was willing to
continually take such risks due to the breadth of its outreach (DeLamarter, 1986). These
factors were crucial to IBM’s decision to continue with a fully integrated approach as a
dominant monopoly.

B. Narrow Needs

The second factor is low variations in the needs of its customers. While IBM’s customer base
was large, user requirements were generally identical and narrow. Early computers were
8

devoted only to computationally intensive tasks. Data processing and database manipulation
were the only functions that firms utilized mainframes for (Campbell-Kelly and Aspray, 2004).

The main weakness of an integrated approach is its inability to meet a wide range of needs.
However, this was not exposed during the mainframe period as corporations only used
mainframes for intensive singular tasks such as order processing and staff payroll. These
needs were similar across different firms. As a result, IBM was able to cover over 90% of the
market (Computer & Communications Industry Association, 2008).

C. Lack of Hardware & Software Standards

The third factor that led to integration’s dominance was the lack of hardware and software
standards, allowing each mainframe provider to dictate the exact forms of complementing
hardware which would work with their mainframes. For example, the IBM 1403 ‘chain printer’
was built such that it worked only on IBM 1401 devices. As the hardware standard of the
1401 was unique, the 1403 could not be used with any other system. Thus, the demand for
mainframes from other producers was severely affected (Usselman, 1993). There was
essentially no standard until System/360 was introduced (Pugh, 1984). Even then,
complementing IBM hardware could not be used with past and future devices.

While System/360 did narrow hardware standards, there were still significant variations in
software. There were five different operating systems running on IBM machines, namely
OS/360, DOS/360, TOS, BPS and ACP. As each operating system was a closed integrated
system, cross compatibility remained a difficult issue (Usselman, 1984). As such, the lack of
standards in the mainframe period allowed IBM to monopolistically hold consumers captive.
This made integration the only viable form of leadership.
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D. Lack of Guideposts & Trajectories

The fourth factor is attributed to the mainframe period being an exploratory stage of the
computer paradigm. There was a lack of technological trajectories at that point in time.
Technological trajectories are blueprints that map the expected path of innovation for a piece
of new technology that is powerful enough to open up a wide range of possibilities through
new combinations (Nelson and Winter, 1982). Trajectories allow the best use of known
attributes and trends to reduce the level of uncertainty so as to allow decision making to
occur under bounded rationality. The mainframe period was at a stage too early for any
credible trajectory to be established and firms did not have a common base to work on.
Therefore, the computing industry remained at a trial and error phase which meant that
cooperation between firms would be almost non-existent. This reinforced the preference for
an integrated approach over decoupling.
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3. The Fixed Computing Paradigm: Phase 2 - Microcomputers

3.1 Key Events & Developments

The most important event that started the microcomputer period was the birth of its enabling
technology – a general purpose logic chip called the microprocessor. In contrast,
mainframes had unique CPUs that were costly and had differing proprietary standards
(Campbell-Kelly and Aspray, 2004). Intel was the forerunner devoting the largest amount of
resources and placing core focus on this new general purpose logic chip. The birth of the
microprocessor occurred when Intel’s lead designer, Ted Hoff had to design a logic chip for
Japanese firm Busicom’s new calculator. It was decided that specific custom built logic chips
were not the optimal route for Intel. Instead, a general purpose chip that could be
programmed later for calculator functions was built (Malone, 1995). Intel was soon joined by
competing firms and the Motorola 6800, Zilog Z80 and MOS Tech 6502 soon entered the
market. The resulting price competition caused microprocessors to fall to a low price of
US$100 per unit (Goldstein and Aspray, 1997).

With microprocessors cheaply made and distributed, a cultural switch occurred as hobbyists
became early adopters instead of enterprises. An extremely wide range of microcomputers
were built by computing enthusiasts. Multiple firms including Applied Computer Technology,
IMSAI, North Star, Cromemco, Vector, Apple and many other small firms emerged quickly to
take advantage of the cheap microprocessor (Baum, 1981). The open nature of the
microcomputer market meant that it was volatile with quick entrances and exits for many
firms, and product variety was at its highest (Cohen, 1984).

Emphasis on software took an even larger centre stage during this period. The ability of
microcomputers to enter different markets depended purely on third party software support.
It was at this point that Microsoft envisioned the importance of a unified software platform
that could support multiple third party applications (Ichbiah and Knepper, 1991). This was
11

later known as the operating system (OS) and it was the underlying software layer that
enabled cross compatibility for third party software to run on. The advent of operating
systems expanded the market for microcomputers to include non-technical users. In the
past, users required technical knowledge to reprogram their devices every time they
switched it on. The OS was thus a secondary force that enabled this new period of
computing. It brought software standards that helped narrow the wide spectrum that third
party software applications were developed in (Ichbiah and Knepper, 1991).

The market for third party software continued to expand and so did its user base. While
microprocessors and operating systems merely provided the stage, third party applications
were the ones that provided features and productive uses for these devices. A key example
of this is Visicalc. The pioneering spreadsheet programme moved micro computing from a
hobby to an important business device (Grier, 1988). The software market took off with
hundreds of small firms focusing on applications for businesses, education and games.

The booming micro computing market that had business applications threatened IBM and it
had to readjust its strategy to adapt to new market conditions. IBM’s usual integrated
approach was deemed too slow to adapt to the pace of a fast changing micro computing
market (Paul Carroll, 1994). IBM needed three years for a newly created product to reach
the market which was a far cry from the mere months that new, leaner and smaller
competitors took. IBM decided to abandon integration to utilize the decoupled approach that
was already common in the microcomputer market. Its decision to go with the Intel 8080
microprocessor coupled with Microsoft’s operating system was key to creating the Wintel
alliance (Casadesus-Masanell and Yoffie, 2007). IBM’s flexibility in switching to a decoupled
approach enabled Intel and Microsoft to become dominant hardware and software
standards. The presence of such standards triggered a period of consolidation. Integrated
competitors such as Apple, did not share the same CPU and OS as its IBM counterparts.
Therefore, they received little support from third party developers, leading to lack of market
demand.
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Within the space of just 10 to 12 years, the microcomputer market underwent the full cycle of
growth, expansion and consolidation. IBM, in its decoupling approach, had relinquished
control of driving advancement in the computer industry to Intel and Microsoft (Paul Carroll,
1994). IBM compatible manufacturers such as Hewlett Packard and Dell were joined by
multiple Asian counterparts like Acer, Sony and Toshiba. Even though the market for
microcomputers (now simply known as Personal Computers or PC) was wide and
expanding, the margins for such system assemblers began to fall. The dependence on Intel
and Microsoft meant that there was little they could do to differentiate themselves from each
other. IBM decided to leave the PC market in 2005 selling off its entire end user computing
devices (both business and personal) to Lenovo in order to concentrate on providing
software enterprise solutions (Lohr, 2011). Multiple acquisitions also occurred including
Hewlett Packard’s acquisition of Compaq and Acer’s purchase of Gateway (Gartner, 2007).

Therefore, the dominant form of leadership throughout this period was decoupling as firms
adopting this approached took over 90% of the market (Campbell-Kelly and Aspray, 2004).
Even firms that utilized the integrated approach did not produce CPUs of their own. Apple’s
integration approach saw them build their own hardware and software but they still relied on
Motorola and later Intel for processors.
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3.2 Decoupling’s Dominance: Factors & Reasons

A. Lessons from the Past Period

The mainframe period had established a few universal standards that were necessary for the
development of microcomputers. Basic instruments such as input and output devices were
developed during the mainframe period and were largely copied and expanded on in the
microcomputer period. These included keyboards, TV monitors and printers (David, 1986).

Secondly, lessons from preceding eras were largely accountable for Intel’s decision to move
towards a more general logic chip design. This was spurred by the difficulties faced by
mainframe manufacturers towards the end of the mainframe period (Malone, 1995). The
microprocessor is the most important enabling technology in microcomputers. There was
also consistent effort from multiple manufacturers to focus on cross compatibility when
selecting which CPU and OS to adopt. These were definite lessons that were derived from
IBM’s colossal risk in attempting to consolidate mainframes with System/360.

B. Open Competition

There was a large number of experimental combinations being tried and tested (Baum,
1981). While Intel is the most mentioned processor maker, there were competing options
from Motorola, Zilog and MOS that pressured each other to quickly implement lessons learnt
in order to survive in an open market (Goldstein and Aspray, 1997).

Open competition forced firms to stay lean and rely on their comparative advantages. This
made it important for firms to find complementing partners to cooperate with. Such market
conditions propelled and reinforced the prevalence of decoupling as the mode of leadership.
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C. Highly Varied User Base

Mainframes

were

adopted

only

by

corporations

and

enterprises.

However,

the

microcomputer market had a very different user base. As hobbyists and enthusiasts were
the first adopters of microcomputers, it made little economic sense to deliver a costly
integrated suite. Microcomputers such as the Altair 8800 were as low as US$439 (MITS,
1975) which made it affordable for smaller businesses and certain individuals to purchase
and use. This meant that the computing industry had a very large number of varied
customers.

Third party software served a wide variety of users. One of the major categories of software
that flourished was gaming. The category of games spurred not only the understanding of
human interaction with computers, it also opened up computing to a vast number of users
and surpassed multiple barriers such as age and programming expertise (Herman, 1994).
Other software categories included educational and general purpose business applications.
This is a significant change from the mainframe period where only single purpose business
applications were needed.

As the size of the market increased, the ability for a single manufacturer to cover all markets
was operationally impossible. This posed difficulties for integrated solutions such as Apple’s
microcomputers. In response, Apple filled a niche market for content creation and graphics
design and is still unable to surpass 10% of the microcomputer market for over 30 years
(Carlton, 1997). The change in user base thus made decoupling the mode of leadership in
the micro computing period.
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D. Software Standards

The fourth reason for the dominance of decoupling was due to the shift in power from
hardware to software. This allowed software standards to be formed. The most important
standardization was that of the operating system. Microsoft’s cementation of power as a
software OS provider gave it a strong bargaining power over its hardware partners. IBM, the
company that propelled Microsoft as the dominant operating system, was unable to push its
own OS/2 operating system due to Microsoft’s dominance in the OS market (Hasagen,
2002).

Even the Wintel alliance saw software (Microsoft) hold much of the power. Intel’s CPUs are
released on an annual basis while new versions of Windows are released every 3-5 years. In
the earlier years, Intel was quick to release its first 32 bit chip. However, it had to wait for a
decade before Microsoft released a 32 bit operating system that took full advantages of the
Intel chip. Intel had little power to push Microsoft to hasten its release and support Intel’s
new hardware (Casadesus-Masanell and Yoffie, 2007).

Besides processors, system assemblers such as Hewlett Packard, Dell and Acer were also
highly dependent on Microsoft’s Windows release cycles for the sale of their computers.
Consumers usually purchase new PCs when Microsoft releases a new version of Windows.
Attempts to diversify into competing operating systems did not fare well for these companies.
Dell attempted to launch a Linux based line up of systems but the product line has grown
very slowly caused by little third party application support for Linux. (Weiss, 2008).

Power did not fall into Microsoft’s hands purely because of Windows. Instead, the captive
power that Windows had was driven by the most extensive collection of third party software
available on its platform. Apple’s approach to producing its own software thus paled in
comparison to Windows’ massive third party support (Cusumano and Selby, 1995).
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As Microsoft’s operating system became the dominant software standard, multiple hardware
manufacturers and third party developers converged on this standard allowing an effective
decoupling approach. All these factors caused decoupling to be the mode leadership in the
microcomputer period.
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4. The Mobile Computing Paradigm

4.1 Key Events & Developments

The first smartphones include IBM’s Simon, Ericsson’s GS88, Nokia’s 9000. These devices
were introduced from 1994 to 1996 (Reed, 2010). The early smartphones were purely
integrated devices. The IBM Simon ran a custom processor called Angler with a ROM-DOS
operating system. Similarly, Ericsson’s and Nokia’s variations ran their own custom CPUs
with different variants of GeOS. There was no cross compatibility for third party applications
due to this. The need for cross compatibility was not imperative at that point due to the small
number of users (mostly enterprise) that had a narrow set of needs (Ilyas and Ahson, 2006).

The growing smartphone market was joined by Palm and Microsoft which introduced
PalmOS and Windows Mobile. These new operating systems allowed cross compatibility of
applications between devices running the same OS. Palm’s OS was tightly integrated with
hardware while Windows Mobile was distributed among original equipment manufacturers
(OEMs) such as Hewlett Packard, Compaq and many others (Ilyas and Ahson, 2006).

The introduction of software standards pushed Nokia to standardize their operating system.
Symbian became the most dominant operating system due to Nokia’s singular focus on the
consumer segment of the smartphone market. While Microsoft’s decoupled approach saw
more varied handsets, the market was still too narrow and demand was not sufficient. Also,
Microsoft’s core focus was still firmly locked on the microcomputer market. (Ilyas and Ahson,
2006).

Blackberry joined the ranks of smartphones in 1999 concentrating on the core capability of
push email. Blackberry’s focus on security and business services made the device the top
business smartphone for 8 years (Sweeny, 2009).
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In this first part of the mobile computing paradigm, the mobile phone market remained
focused on delivering emails and office styled applications. The key mode of leadership was
clearly integration as software ecosystems for all popular operating systems remained small
and user needs were less varied.

The second part of the mobile computing paradigm began in 2007 when Apple and Google
launched the iPhone and Android operating system respectively. The iPhone ran an
integrated operating system called iOS while Android was built as an open operating system
that any phone manufacturer could customize under the Open Handset Alliance (Open
Handset Alliance, 2007). It is at this point of the mobile computing paradigm that two vastly
different modes competed for leadership of the market.

Apple’s close integration of hardware and software meant that consumers identified the
iPhone as an entity on its own. There was no real emphasis on the type of CPU and
operating system it was running. Apple had licensed ARM technology to build its own
customized processor and the operating system that the iPhone and iPod Touch ran was
later named iOS. The integrated approach saw Apple pushing devices as a whole with little
focus on the intricate hardware and software specifications of the device.

Within the same year (2007), Google announced its own version of a mobile operating
system known as Android. Google’s approach was drastically different from Apple’s. Google
had no interest in being involved in the production and development of CPUs and final
hardware. Taking a very clear decoupling strategy, Android was first partnered with HTC and
Samsung together with CPU manufacturers Qualcomm and Texas Instruments (Qualcomm,
2008). In 2008, the HTC Dream became the first Android phone to be launched.

From 2007 to 2010, iOS and Android dominated the smartphone markets as Nokia and RIM
(later renamed Blackberry) lost significant market share. The most important change to the
market was the strong push for the consumer (non-business) sector in adopting
19

smartphones. With a different audience, the third party application market grew quickly as
user needs were widely varied. Thus, Android and iOS took the lead in the market. This can
be seen in the figure below (Gartner, 2012).
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Even though iOS and Android were both announced in 2007, Apple entered the market a
year before Android phones were sold. Apple’s unique mastery of its supply chain meant
that it was able to meet high demand without notable shortage issues (The Economist,
2012). Also, its integrated approach allowed Apple to create a rather limited but well-built
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smartphone where hardware and software worked seamlessly together (Cunningham,
2012). Thus, a first mover advantage, good supply chain management and the use of an
integrated approach allowed Apple to capture higher margin segments of the consumer
market.

However, the dominance of the integrated approach ended as soon as the first mover
advantage evaporated. Even though Apple had lost significant market share, it was argued
that Apple was only targeting the high margin segment of the smartphone market. That
changed within three years as Android devices were built that targeted the same high margin
segment. Samsung’s mobile division launched its Galaxy series that targeted the same
market segment as Apple did. HTC later did the same with its One series in 2012 while
Sony, LG and Motorola also began to target the high profit margin segment (Ruddock,
2013). These phones were priced similarly or higher than the iPhone. With greater
experience working with its partners, these manufacturers were able to launch devices that
were on par with the integrated iPhone experience. In the space of two years, Samsung
phones took leadership of the market with its growth outpacing Apple, having successfully
encroached on Apple’s preferred market segment. By end 2012, Android took a 70% share
of the international market as Apple’s early lead came to an end (Gartner, 2012).

Apple’s integrated approach could not match the faster turnarounds and advancements on
an OS level. Due to integration, iOS and the iPhone had to undergo concurrent annual
cycles of updates. This rigid release timeframe paled in comparison to Android that was
updated frequently in a short span of a few months. Android hardware makers also released
new phones every four to six months (Donnelly, 2013). While faster turnaround times made
the Android platform relatively unpredictable in the early years, market consolidation after
2010 allowed the decoupling approach to leapfrog a predictable and rigidly integrated iOS in
market share.
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Microsoft re-entered the second period of the mobile computing paradigm late in 2010 as it
replaced its aged Windows Mobile with Windows Phone. It followed a decoupling approach
similar to Google’s Android. Due to its late entrance into the market, Microsoft’s Windows
Phone remains a minor player (Fieber, 2012). Nonetheless, it must be noted that a clear
decoupling approach was used in this case.

The decoupling approach has taken the current lead in the mobile computing paradigm.
However, the decoupled approach has yielded uneasy alliances and partnerships. With
Android and Windows Phone, hardware manufacturers still faced a familiar situation of being
completely dependent on the OS provider for success. In response to this, Samsung, Intel
and other hardware partners have grouped together to support a secondary OS known as
Tizen. Tizen is a Linux based OS that is still currently under development. However, Tizen is
a backup platform in the event that Google and Microsoft decide to steer the directions of
their OSes in ways disagreeable to their hardware partners (Tizen, 2013).

It is not only hardware manufacturers that have begun to plan for a possible failure in
partnerships with Google and Microsoft, Google on its own has purchased Motorola. Industry
observers interpret this move as an option for Google to take an integration approach in the
event of breakdowns in partnerships with its hardware vendors (McCarthy and Golvin, 2011).
In Mobile World Congress 2013, Google mentioned that it was uneasy having Samsung as
its most major partner by a large margin (Wall Street Journal, 25 Feb 2013). Therefore, the
problems associated with decoupling are often tied to worries of the imbalance of power
between hardware manufacturers and software providers.

Nonetheless, decoupling has become the dominant mode of leadership after initial
approaches to the mobile computing paradigm were integrated in nature.
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4.2 The Struggle for Dominance: Integration vs. Decoupling

A. Factors Favouring Integration

There are three factors that favour integration. Firstly, integration again proved to be
beneficial when entering a new paradigm. iOS created and captured a new market segment.
While smartphones were already in use by a small base of business users, Apple’s strategy
of a media consumption device opened the market to consumers (Honan, 2007). A new
market segment with more varied needs gave Apple space in which it could define
standards. Apple’s move took the industry by surprise and competitors took a year to
respond to the new product. This allowed Apple’s integrated approach to flourish in a new
paradigm.

Secondly, Apple’s integrated move was complemented with excellent supply chain
management. Its ability to source for components and manage quick turnarounds meant that
it was able to hit the market faster that most of its counterparts. With the exception of
Samsung, Apple is still able to outperform hardware-only manufacturers like HTC, Sony and
LG (The Economist, 2012).

Thirdly, Apple’s first mover advantage allowed it to bypass problems that were observed in
the previous paradigm. Developers prefer to write software for more open operating systems
due to wider support. However, due to its first mover advantage, Apple was able to build a
robust third party app ecosystem more quickly than its competitors. As Android faced early
fragmentation problems before consolidation, Apple’s software ecosystem reaped full
advantages as the most attractive platform to develop for (Distimo, 2012). Therefore, Apple’s
first mover advantage allowed it to avoid third party developer issues usually associated with
an integrated approach.
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B. Factors Favouring Decoupling

The first factor that favours decoupling is that of software advancement. Apple’s software
advancement has been relatively slow as compared to Android. iOS has undergone 6
iterations in 6 years with no significant advancement in feature sets. Apple’s decision to keep
iOS light to augment hardware capabilities meant that it was unable to launch more
significant software updates that would keep iOS fresh (Yarrow, 2012).

In contrast, Google’s approach was to keep working on its operating system at a much
quicker pace. Being specialized in software, Google’s Android has undergone 18 revisions
with 10 of them being significant ones (Ziegler, 2011). In each revision, Android allowed
developers to access more and more operating system services (also known as application
programming interfaces, APIs). This meant that software could better communicate with both
the operating system and other applications, increasing the feature set of the platform. On
the other hand, iOS preferred to lock down most of its APIs releasing only a small handful in
each annual iteration.

With faster and more significant updates, Android quickly became a mature OS with a
consistent release cycle and a wider feature set. It was also at this time that Android
overtook iOS in market share and the gap has continually widened worldwide (Mukherjee,
2012).

Secondly, decoupling is able to better adapt to market growth. Google’s decoupled approach
took over leadership from Apple’s integration as Android phones were able to reach a wider
spectrum of users. While Apple had only a single device that catered largely to the higher
margin portions of the market, Android was able to fill niches by having many hardware
partners who made multiple Android variants themselves. Android phones from hardware
manufacturers effectively filled every price range available (Donnelly, 2013). More
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importantly, major hardware partners like Samsung was also able to cater to different needs.
It has produced Android devices for every screen size from 3 to 10 inches (Reisinger, 2012).
This move was beneficial as it matched the extremely wide and varied user base that
characterized mobile computing.

Thirdly, decoupling was able to mount a quick catch up after market consolidation. This
largely erased the benefits of integration that Apple enjoyed due to its first mover advantage.
With Android beginning to invade Apple’s high margin market segments, third party
application developers could no longer ignore Android due to its greater outreach. Former
iOS only applications like Instagram and Path made their moves to create Android versions
(Ngak, 2012). The application support of Android has grown steadily to match iOS in late
2012. With over 600,000 third party applications in its Google Play store, Android has caught
up and drawn even with iOS (Robertson, 2012).

At this time of writing, decoupling has taken the lead with the future of integration resting
purely on the shoulders of Apple and Blackberry. Decoupling’s current success is expected
to continue into the future as the mobile computing sees an even larger and more varied
base that continues to widen and grow.
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5. A Dynamic Two Stage Mechanism

Observations of the relationship between integration and decoupling in the preceding
sections of this paper suggest a two stage mechanism. This section explains the
mechanism, direction and the transition from integration to decoupling.

5.1 The Two Stage Mechanism

It is observed that both the computer and mobile computing paradigm have undergone
similar patterns in advancement. Each paradigm begins with integration before decoupling
takes over as the dominant mode of leadership. Integration is well suited for new computing
products that have not existed previously. There are larger risks in producing such devices
as the market potential is unknown. Therefore, it is significantly harder for various firms to
cooperate and work towards building a singular device with decoupled approach. The
mainframe period and the early portions of mobile computing thus had very specific devices
that were built in house and released only in small quantities. These were exploratory
devices whose main functions were to identify case use scenarios and test adoption rates
(Ilyas and Ahson, 2006). The IBM Simon, Nokia 9000 and iPhone bear evidence in the
mobile computing paradigm as did the IBM 650 and 1401 in the computer paradigm.
Integrated products that turned successful in gaining market traction led to more advanced
devices that were still built under integration.

However, the integrated approach does not seem to last for long. IBM’s dominance in the
non-portable product category dissolved the moment hardware and software standards were
accepted across the industry. (Lohr, 2011). The reasons for decoupling’s eventual
dominance is due to a widening market and growing variety in user needs. Even Apple’s
tremendous initial dominance has been very quickly eroded as it is unable to cover different
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markets (Etherington, 2013). This is why the decoupling approach has consistently emerged
as the dominant mode over time.

Decoupling has still proven to be problematic when used as an initial approach of entering a
market. This is true even though experience in the computer paradigm has shortened
periods of consolidation in mobile computing. Google has faced issues with going fully
decoupled at the start. These early issues caused Google to combine both integrated and
decoupled approaches as the market for tablets and hybrids continued to consolidate.
Google had to move quickly to work very closely with Asus to produce the Nexus 7 as a
Google controlled design and experience (Pegoraro, 2012). It has also done the same for its
numerous other Nexus smartphones. While such problems have eased with market
consolidations, there remain significant problems with using a decoupled approach at the
start of a new paradigm.

Therefore, it can be established from observations over sixty years of computing history that
the integrated approach has proven to be a better mode of leadership at the onset of a new
paradigm. However, after periods of consolidation, decoupling emerges as the dominant
mode because it is better able to adapt to changing market conditions and cater to a broader
and more varied customer base. This is the two stage mechanism where integration has an
early advantage before being overtaken by a decoupled approach.

5.2 Explaining the Transition: Learning

It seems that the transition from integration to decoupling is driven by learning and
consolidation. Learning allows a firm to progress from point to point within a trajectory
(Freeman, 1992). Its general direction moves from learning at the source of production
(doing) to multi-way information flows between all involved in the product (interaction).
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At the starting point of each technological paradigm, the lack of trajectories and guideposts
forces firms to experiment. In these early exploratory stages, firms begin to learn and
understand more about the technology through repeated rounds of learning by doing. An
example of this is IBM’s decision to create a more compatible Model 1401 after facing
compatibility issues with a rigidly standalone Model 650. Learning also occurs between firms
and users (Lundvall, 1988). Intel’s decision to push for a general purpose logic chip was
driven by lessons learnt from IBM’s previous experiences. This entire process of learning by
doing and interacting enabled the computer industry to enter a phase of consolidation.
Through consolidation more is known about the technological trajectory. This allows more
common points of understanding, which enables firms to seek partnerships rather than
produce everything on their own. As such, learning is an important transition device that
allows consolidation which in turn sees decoupling take over as the dominant approach.

Learning also occurs between different paradigms. Lessons from the mainframe and micro
computing paradigm are carried over to that of the mobile computing paradigm. Apple is one
of the key examples. Lessons it learnt from the first paradigm caused the firm to take a very
keen focus on its supply chain capabilities and also on the importance of third party
application support. Apple took these lessons from the previous paradigm and quickly
implemented them in mobile computing. This was how Apple avoided common integration
pitfalls from the previous paradigm.

Learning also affects the speed of consolidation in each technological paradigm. The period
of consolidation is also seen to be shortened dramatically as mobile phones took only ten
years to move from a device specific processor chip to a more general purpose logic chip in
the mobile computing paradigm. The same consolidation process took over 30 years in the
computer paradigm.
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Learning is thus an important transition device that enables decoupling to take over as the
dominant form of leadership through consolidation. Learning also causes these important
periods of consolidation to be dramatically shortened from paradigm to paradigm.

5.3 Explaining the Transition: Production Dynamics

What enables either integration or decoupling to become dominant is its ability to balance
the production of hardware and software at a specific point in time within the paradigm. Each
component has its own production time whether be it in integration (multiple departments
within a single firm) or decoupling (across multiple firms). These individual production times
must coincide in order for the device to be successfully delivered. It is more probable for
production times to coincide when there larger numbers of producers. This is true when a
device is produced using a decoupled approach. Multiple hardware partners assures a
software vendor that at least a few of them will be able to line up their hardware for a joint
launch. However, in the case of integration, there exists only one line for hardware and one
line for software. Minicomputers like Apple’s LISA (Bergin et. al., 1996) and Blackberry’s
mobile z10 device are examples where hardware and software played a continual waiting
game for each other to catch up. The resulting mismatch in development cycles meant that
the platforms came to market far behind its competitors. With fewer options at hand, it is
more likely for integration to face production times that are out of sync. This upsets the
balance due to production inefficiency which delays the launch of the product.

As observed, integration is dominant when markets are small with a narrow user base. This
means that market conditions are unconducive for multiple producers. Under such
conditions, the hardware and software balance is easily kept within a single firm as external
competition is low. However, integration is unable to keep this balance as the market widens
and multiple competitors enter the market.
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The same need for the right balance at the right time can be seen in decoupling. Decoupling
is able to find its balance at the later stages of each paradigm. However, this balance cannot
be found at early stages as there are no common standards for large numbers of producers
to jointly produce (Hashagen et. al., 2002). This can be seen in the early days of Android.
Hardware manufacturers had to forge new partnerships with CPU makers and work with a
new operating system that they barely had experience with. It took a few years before
market conditions suited the decoupling approach. This later allowed the important hardware
- software balance to be found.

Therefore, the dominance of integration or decoupling is underscored by the ability of each
approach to ensure a dynamically efficient joint production of hardware and software. Over
time, decoupling becomes better suited to this process causing it to become dominant in the
second stage of this mechanism.

5.4 A Single Direction Transition

It is observed that decoupling assumes leadership over time largely due to the importance of
software and the power that it wields. Therefore, the two stage mechanism does not occur in
reverse and only a movement from integration to decoupling appears to be possible. The
single direction nature of this mechanism is explained in two parts.

Firstly, it is observed that software dictates the adoption and popularity of the computing
platform. Features and the way devices are used are fully dependent on third party software
and operating systems (Lohr, 2001). Thus, the constraint of each platform is the number of
software developers it is able to attract. This will determine the number of features available
in each operating system. Developers will pick an operating system it deems able to reach
the widest audience and focus on that platform. This results in the sub market for operating
systems to be rather narrow with no more than two to three recognized and widely adopted
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OSes per paradigm (Lohr, 2001). The widespread adoption of an operating system causes
the OS to become a monopoly over time. This movement is difficult to reverse. This can be
seen where efforts to dethrone Windows in the past paradigm and Android in the mobile
computing paradigm have been largely ineffective.

With the knowledge that popular operating systems turn monopolistic over time, software
developers prefer to develop for a platform that has the widest hardware support as this
increases the chance that they can reach out to as many markets and user types as
possible. Tying an operating system to a single manufacturer in an integrated approach is
thus unattractive to developers in the long run. Therefore, popular operating systems are
monopolistic and also tend to be those that are open, allowing multiple hardware vendors to
build devices for it.

As such, these two factors make it difficult for any technological paradigm to see a reverse
movement from decoupling to integration. Thus, the two stage mechanism is observed to be
linear and moves only in a single direction.
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6. Conclusion

This paper discussed different forms of leadership throughout the past two computing
paradigms and identified dominant modes at different time periods. Reasons and factors of
each dominant form have also been analysed. There is a clear trend that leadership shifts
from integration to decoupling within each paradigm.

To understand this transition, this paper proposed a two stage mechanism. Integration is the
preferred form of leadership at the start of a paradigm that later gives way to decoupling.
This movement occurs only in a single direction and its transition is driven by learning,
consolidation and production dynamics. This paper expects that decoupling will become
even more dominant as the mobile computing paradigm matures.

The computing industry is both a fascinating and powerful driving force in innovation. With
many facets of the economy defined by developments in computing, it is imperative to view
competing forces vying for market leadership in a dynamic manner. Better understanding of
leadership dynamics in this industry will enable the computing industry to advance and
efficiently bring positive change, innovation and development to the economy as a whole.
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